PIXY®
Anthropomorphic Training/Teaching Phantom

Features:
- An anatomically and radiologically correct female
- Small size and low weight simplify positioning
- Can position for most views
- Permits evaluation of student performance
- Organs accept contrast media

PIXY® is used to demonstrate anatomy and evaluate positioning and imaging techniques, including kVp, mAs, contrast, optical density, OFD and TFD. Radiographs of PIXY® are optically equivalent in density and contrast to human patients. PIXY® permits unlimited exposures and tolerates trainee errors.

Anatomy

PIXY® shoulders have ball and socket joints; elbows and knees flex 90˚ and 100˚. Hips flex 130˚ with 30˚ hyperextension.

A “frog” position is made possible by lateral flexion at the hips. The right hand is molded with fingers positioned for an AP view, while the left hand is in an oblique-lateral position. The left foot is in full plantarflexion; the right foot is in neutral position.

Neck vertebrae C1, C2, C6 and C7 were converted to mechanical nylon joints because the educators in the field prefer full positioning capabilities for the head. The design permits the remaining neck vertebrae to be fixed in a normal position, while assuring a full range of head motion.

PIXY® contains abdominal and pelvic organs: stomach, gall bladder, urinary bladder, kidneys, rectum and sigmoid flexure. These are air filled, but accept water or contrast media and can be easily flushed after use. Custom fractures and custom pathologies are optional.
Specifications

Height: ............................ 156 cm (5 ft, 1 in)
Weight: ............................ 48 kg (105 lbs)
Storage case: ................. included

Soft Tissues

PIXY® is available in opaque or transparent tissue equivalent materials. The transparent PIXY® has visible organs and skeleton except at the hips, knees, and elbows, which are opaque because, as on opaque PIXY®, latex coverings are needed to retain tissue-equivalent gels for soft-tissue continuity at these articulations. Two-ply coverings protect against gel leakage.

Standard PIXY® lungs are molded of tissue-equivalent foam with a mass density of inflated human lungs (0.30 g/cc). They are connected to the oronasal cavity by the stem bronchi and trachea. The oro-nasal pharynx is filled with a nearly air-equivalent foam.

Optional animal lungs, which duplicate the intricate detail of the vascular trees, are available. These lungs are fixed in the inflated state and molded to conform to the pleural cavities of the phantom.

The pulmonary arteries are injected with the blood-equivalent plastic. In addition, low-, medium-, and high-contrast material may be selected by the user.

Model numbers:

RS-102T
Transparent PIXY® phantom, with stomach, gall bladder, urinary bladder, kidneys, rectum and sigmoid flexure

RS-102
Same as above, but opaque